
Marko Manojlovic
Senior Software Engineer

Address Montreal
Canada

Email marko.manojlovic.bg@gmail.com

Links Website, GitHub

Phone +17782516401

Nationality Canadian

01  PROFILE Experienced software engineer with a demonstrated history of working in the computer software 

industry. Skilled in Ruby, Rails, Web Crawling, React & React Native, JavaScript and Databases. 

Strong entrepreneurship professional with a Bachelor of Computer Science.

02  EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

10/2020 Senior Software Engineer at Firstline Vancouver

Firstline is a platform for ID professionals to create more impact for their guidelines.

My responsibilities include development of Firstline core product (Ruby on Rails), as well as 

development of mobile app (React Native).

10/2016 — 04/2020 Senior Software Engineer at mobiMAPS Vancouver

My responsibilities include development of all mobiMAPS core products (Ruby on Rails, React, 

React Native) and managing a team of  7 engineers. Since joining the team, I have helped the 

company make the transition from print advertising to digital.

12/2011 — 05/2016 Software Engineer at C.E.S. Group Vancouver

My responsibility include working on development of the CES Group advanced energy 

management information system, creating dashboards using Java and JavaScript data 

visualization libraries where clients can read their real-time energy consumption.

03  EDUCATION

Singidunum University Belgrade

Computer Science and Management

https://manoylo.ca
https://github.com/thecookieorg


04  SKILLS Complex Problem Solving

Ruby

Rails

Web Scraping

React

React Native

JavaScript

SQL

05  PROJECTS

Random Data API

Random Data API is a tool that helps developers generate fake data for their projects, in JSON 

format or as database tables. The service has been used by Microsoft, W3Schools, Slack, and 

Telegram.

Website: https://random-data-api.com

Bankingpoint

Bankingpoint is a lending automation platform for microfinance instititions. Platfrom supports 

residential and commercial lending products, automatic credit risk assesment engine, schedule 

calculations, repayment collections, and more. I developed the platform using Ruby on Rails, 

Stimulus and Hotwire.

Website: https://bankingpoint.io

TraceMetric

TraceMetric is a SAAS for online sellers helping them track their sales, profit margins and 

expenses across variety of marketplaces like Etsy, Poshmark, Facebook marketp[lace, and 

more. I built this with Ruby on Rails.

Website: https://tracemetric.io

PayGate Gem

The PayGate Ruby library provides convenient access to the PayGate PayWeb 3 API from 

applications written in the Ruby language.

Ruby gems: https://rubygems.org/gems/paygate

Unleashed CRM Ruby Gem

Unleashed is a powerful, integrated platform that allows businesses real-time visibility of accurate 

inventory information. Businesses of all sizes can reduce their costs and increase profits by 

precisely tracking data on stock.

I've developed a Ruby wrapper for their APIs.

Ruby Gems: https://rubygems.org/gems/unleashed_client

https://random-data-api.com
https://bankingpoint.io
https://tracemetric.io
https://docs.paygate.co.za/#payweb-3
https://rubygems.org/gems/paygate
https://rubygems.org/gems/unleashed_client

